Organizers: Jonathan Butner & Jeanine Stefanucci

Program
Nightly meeting time: 4:30 to 7:30 p.m.
Location: The Aspen Board Room

Talks are blocked for 40 minutes with 15 minutes for discussion

Thursday, Jan. 9th
Tory Higgins: Risk after losses and gains: A focus on motivation
Colin Smith: New (old) methods for changing implicit evaluations
Russ Fazio: Recalibrating individuals’ valence weighting tendencies

Friday, Jan. 10th
Jason Siegel: Goal disruption theory: Introduction and empirical support
Kate Ratliff: Implicit prototypes predict behavior
Ariel Blair: Cross cultural implications for dissent

Saturday, Jan. 11th
Bill von Hippel: A performance perspective on social intelligence
Jon Butner & Carol Sansone: Self regulating motivation and performance over time
Caleb Warren: The progress illusion: When one step forward seems larger than one step back

Informal Presentations and Panel Speakers for Thursday to Saturday
Speakers: Jeanine Skorinko, Tyler Stillman, Courtney von Hippel, Jason Siegel, Michelle Bligh, Don Carlston, Arie Kruglanski, Suellen Crano, Bill Crano, Bill Swann